ACTION
Copy/print this sheet, one per pair.

**STORY I**

Bellephone is the mother of two children and a skilled huntress. A seven-headed beast (one deadly head awake each day) is terrorising her village and will destroy it in less than a week. She must climb to its mountain lair to kill it, but is able to take only one arrow.

**STORY II**

Meneagus is a wise and just king, well loved by his people. But his heart-stick has been stolen by a water beast that demands one child each week as food or it will snap the heart-stick. Meneagus sails to the beast's island to kill it and retrieve his heart-stick.

**STORY III**

Perlisius is a soldier in one of two armies that have been at war for a hundred years. He learns that if he brings to the temple the silver horns of the sky goat, peace will return to the land. But the goat is in a cave protected by a gorgon whose gaze will turn its victim to dust.